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Fig. 1. This paper introduces *Periscope*, a robotic camera system that allows two people to collaborate remotely on physical tasks. With *Periscope*, a local worker can complete an assembly task with guidance from a remote helper who views the workspace through a robot-mounted camera. We use a *shared camera control* approach in which the worker, the helper, and the autonomous robot all contribute to camera control and design a set of modes that uniquely combine inputs from these three sources to move the camera. *Periscope* facilitates remote collaboration by providing the worker and the helper with shared visual information that enhances their verbal communication and coordination processes.

We investigate how robotic camera systems can offer new capabilities to computer-supported cooperative work through the design, development, and evaluation of a prototype system called *Periscope*. With *Periscope*, a local worker completes manipulation tasks with guidance from a remote helper who observes the workspace through a camera mounted on a semi-autonomous robotic arm that is co-located with the worker. Our key insight is that the helper, the worker, and the robot should all share responsibility of the camera view—an approach we call *shared camera control*. Using this approach, we present a set of modes that distribute the control of the camera between the human collaborators and the autonomous robot depending on task needs. We demonstrate the system’s utility and the promise of shared camera control through a preliminary study where 12 dyads collaboratively worked on assembly tasks and discuss design and research implications of our work for future robotic camera system that facilitate remote collaboration.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Remote collaboration on physical tasks is valuable in scenarios such as experts assisting novices with manual assembly or repair tasks, particularly when it is inconvenient, time-consuming, or expensive to travel and assist someone in person. For example, a field technician might seek guidance from an expert to repair a wind turbine; an expert might provide training to car mechanics on how to repair a new engine model; or an astronaut might get help from ground control to maintain critical infrastructure on the space station. Such scenarios typically involve a local "worker" manipulating physical artifacts with guidance from a remote "helper." The helper views the workspace through one or more cameras, which may be fixed or movable. Ideally, the helper is able to observe various key sources of information including the worker, the task objects, and the environment [45]. Additionally, the requirements on these views may change over the course of the task [23]. For example, the helper monitors the worker’s actions during assembly, recognizes incorrect actions, and intervenes with new instructions, which requires looking at task objects while attempting to identify the component required for the next step. Finally, the helper may need to examine artifacts in the workspace from various angles, such as the interior of a drawer or the top of an object, and in varying levels of detail, such as a close-up view to see fine details or a wide-angle view to see more context [47]. A core challenge for technologies that facilitate remote collaboration is providing the helper with diverse, informative, and task-relevant views, which is not only critical for the helper to maintain awareness throughout the task but also for the helper and the worker to develop a shared understanding during the collaboration process [21].

The focus of recent research on remote collaboration in human-computer interaction (HCI) and computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW) has been on Virtual Reality approaches that give the helper the freedom to independently explore a reconstructed version of the worker’s environment using a virtual camera (see Schäfer et al. [80] for a review). These reconstructed workspaces can afford a high level of immersion and viewpoint flexibility, but they lack the dynamically changing details that are necessary for real-time collaboration. Other approaches involve cameras that stream directly from the real world, providing dynamic information from the task environment. However, these cameras are often limited to fixed viewpoints or viewpoints controlled solely by the worker (e.g., a head-worn camera), which can impede collaborative processes such as monitoring task status, observing worker’s actions and comprehension, establishing joint attention, and formulating messages [21, 22]. One potential solution that combines a high level of viewpoint flexibility and real-time, dynamic information through a live stream is the use of robotic cameras.

Modern collaborative robot, or cobot, platforms, augmented with cameras, can move with many degrees of freedom (DoF), supporting precise camera control for complex tasks and environments while maintaining safety for co-located human interaction. Despite their potential, such robots with high kinematic capabilities have rarely been utilized in robotic camera systems that support remote collaboration [17]. Giving direct control of a high-DoF robotic camera to the helper presents challenges related to designing control schemes that meaningfully link the user’s inputs to robot movements. Controlling a low-DoF camera, such as a pan-tilt camera, is relatively simple with 2D

controls that are directly mapped to the camera’s movement. However, applying such methods to controlling a high-DoF camera in order to obtain precise views, such as looking into a drawer, is not straightforward to implement, as it requires mapping the helper’s view intent to the camera’s full 6-DoF pose (position and orientation). On the other hand, autonomous camera control, particularly determining what the robot should be looking at at any given time during the collaboration, is an open question. In this work, we address the challenge of designing direct and autonomous camera control that enables the use of high-DoF robotic cameras for remote collaboration.

Prior literature suggests that both the helper and the worker may require control of the camera view at different points of the collaboration process, such as to provide guidance or ask questions [49, 59]. Therefore, a robotic system for remote collaboration must permit both the helper and the worker to modify the camera view. However, moving the camera is only a secondary activity for the helper and the worker, whose primary goal is to complete a collaborative physical task. Offloading some of the camera control to an autonomous robot can allow collaborators to devote more of their attention to the primary goal [67]. Thus, the system should allow the robot to assume part of the workload of camera control by making autonomous adjustments to the camera view as needed while also allowing control of the view by the helper and the worker. We call this approach shared camera control (based on a robot control paradigm called shared control [53]) and investigate how robotic camera systems can leverage this approach to offer new capabilities to CSCW through the design, development, and evaluation of a prototype system called Periscope (see Figure 1).

The Periscope system supports a worker in completing physical tasks with remote guidance from a helper who observes the workspace through a robot-mounted camera. The camera view is displayed on a screen interface for both the worker and the helper, enabling them to share task-relevant visual information and develop a mutual understanding during the collaboration process. We design camera controls to empower both the helper and the worker to independently control the view depending on the needs of the task, but also allow the robot to assist and reduce their effort. Our system is centered around five design goals: (1) versatility to support camera views for various task activities; (2) intuitivity to simplify camera control for users through intuitive mappings and autonomous behaviors; (3) dual-user interactivity to allow both the helper and the worker to modify the camera view; (4) congruity to arbitrate user interactions and autonomous behaviors to reach consensus; and (5) usability to support general communication and functional requirements. To balance these five design goals, we designed three modes that uniquely distribute camera control among the worker, the helper, and the autonomous robot. These modes serve as an initial point of inquiry for understanding the promise of shared camera control for facilitating remote collaboration. Through shared camera control, we tackle the challenge of simplifying the control of a high-DoF robotic camera and providing users with diverse, informative, and task-relevant views.

We conducted a preliminary evaluation of the Periscope system with 12 dyads in a lab study to understand how the system supports remote collaboration. During a 2-hour session, each dyad collaboratively worked on assembly tasks while physically located in separate rooms. From our analysis of recorded video data of the collaboration, we present use patterns for the system’s features that illustrate the individual value of each mode and the rich interactions enabled by transitioning between the modes. Based on these results, we present reflections on our design goals and design implications for future robotic camera systems. Our work makes key contributions in four categories, Design (§3.1), System (§3.4, §3.5), Data (§5, §6.1), and Recommendations (§6.2):

(1) Design — the shared camera control approach and a set of design goals to realize this approach.
(2) System — Periscope, a robotic camera system that is an instantiation of shared camera control.
(3) Data — empirical observations on system use and their contribution to the design goals.
(4) Recommendations — design implications for robotic camera-based CSCW systems.
2 RELATED WORK

In this section, we discuss prior research that identifies how shared visual context is essential for successful collaboration. Then, we review systems that provide technological support for remote collaboration, including robotic systems. Finally, we discuss existing control frameworks for cameras and robots that we use to develop our shared-camera-control system.

2.1 Shared Visual Context

During synchronous collaboration (both co-located and remote), verbal communication is the primary medium through which information is exchanged [20, 45]. Shared visual context [21] or task-relevant visual information that the collaborators have in common augments verbal communication and improves collaborative outcomes. Findings from studies [15, 20, 45, 86] suggest that people use the shared visual context for two coordination processes: situation awareness and conversational grounding. According to situation awareness theory by Endsley [18], shared visual information helps people to establish an up-to-date mental model of the state of the task, the environment, and their partner, which can help the pair to plan future actions. According to conversational grounding theory by Clark and Marshall [13], shared visual information supports verbal communication by providing an alternative and rich source of information that contributes to the development of a mutual understanding between collaborators, resulting in more efficient conversation. When collaborating on physical artifacts, shared visual information can particularly help the pair achieve joint attention [7], where they have a shared focus on an object.

An example of remote collaboration from Kraut et al. [45] illustrates the use of shared visual context for situation awareness and conversational grounding. In this example, a helper guides a worker in adjusting the inclination of a bicycle seat during a repair task. The helper uses the shared visual context to gain situation awareness about the current state of the worker, the task, and the environment, allowing them to acknowledge the state (e.g., “Cool”) and plan next steps (e.g., “next go on and adjust it” and “angle the nose up a little bit more”). The shared visual information also supports conversational grounding and joint attention, as both the helper and the worker use definite articles (e.g., “the bar” and “the nose”) and deixis [51] (e.g., “this bar here”) that require contextual information to be fully understood. The worker’s verbal responses (e.g., “Is that good?”) and actions (e.g., Adjusts seat) indicate their understanding of the helper’s instructions and further contribute to the grounding process.

**Helper:** Uh- next go on and adjust it so it’s parallel to the bar- the top
**Worker:** This bar here? Is that good?
**Helper:** Uh- angle the nose up a little bit more.
**Worker:** [Adjusts seat]
**Helper:** Cool.

2.2 Technological Support for Remote Collaboration

Systems that support remote collaboration facilitate the sharing of visual context to enable effective cooperation and communication between users (see Druta et al. [17] for a review). Our work draws from design choices made in other systems that support two remote users seeking to accomplish synchronous collaboration over physical artifacts. We divide the review of prior work into four categories — (1) technologies for visual information capture, (2) technologies for visual information display, (3) technologies for communication cues, and (4) robotic systems for collaboration — and provide examples of systems that fall under each category. We discuss relevant opportunities and challenges of different technologies for providing a shared visual context between collaborators.
2.2.1 Technologies for Visual Information Capture: Prior systems have used fixed-view cameras [21, 25, 42], head-mounted cameras [22, 31, 36], shoulder-mounted cameras [46, 66], hand-held cameras [26, 58, 83], multiple cameras [22, 29, 76], pan-tilt-zoom (PTZ) cameras [64, 75], 360° cameras [38, 66] or depth cameras [3, 88] to capture visual information about the workspace. These sensors and additional eye-tracking or head-tracking technology may also be used for capturing information about the worker or helper [31, 87, 92] (see Xiao et al. [93] for a review).

Early remote collaboration systems mostly relied on views from fixed cameras or worker-worn cameras (e.g., head-mounted or hand-held cameras), which the helper could not modify independently. These approaches can disrupt collaboration because the helper has to repeatedly interrupt the worker while they are performing task-related activities and direct them to change the view. Recent research focuses on enabling the helper to independently view the workspace via remote control of physical cameras (e.g., PTZ cameras) or virtual cameras (e.g., in 3D reconstructed workspaces). Although this approach increases the system’s complexity, granting the helper control over the view enables them to have diverse and independent views of the workspace.

2.2.2 Technologies for Visual Information Display: Prior systems have used 2D view [21, 25, 42, 75], 3D view [3, 27], 360° view [38, 50], Virtual Reality (VR) [87], Augmented Reality (AR) [31, 36, 83], Mixed Reality (MR) [5, 61, 66, 88, 89], and projected AR [32, 56, 84] for the display of shared visual information (see [80] for a review on VR, AR, and MR systems). AR and projected AR are typically used for situated information display to the worker who handles the physical artifacts.

While VR, AR, and MR solutions provide users with a highly immersive experience, high-quality virtual reconstructions can be difficult to update in real-time, require significant bandwidth, and may lack the fine and dynamically changing details that are necessary for many physical tasks. In such scenarios, live 2D or 360° video may be superior. Additionally, these approaches can be mixed together [88] to leverage the benefits and reduce the drawbacks of each approach.

2.2.3 Technologies for Communication Cues: The primary communication channels in remote collaboration systems are typically visual and verbal. Additionally, Fussell et al. [25] recommend that gestures used by helpers should be captured by collaboration systems to support referential communication. These gestures may be captured through vision-based or IMU-based hand tracking [5, 87, 88] or specified through annotations [24, 27, 41]. The gestures are then relayed to the worker by overlaying graphics on the shared view. This includes 2D graphic overlays on 2D views, 3D graphic overlays in MR, and projections onto the physical world in projected AR. Prior works have found improved collaborative outcomes when gestures are combined with visualizations of the helper’s eye gaze [4, 5], the worker’s eye gaze [31, 79], or viewing direction [33, 63]. Other interesting communication cues include virtual replicas of task objects [61] or human avatars to provide non-verbal cues in MR [65].

2.2.4 Robotic Systems for Collaboration: Prior work has explored how robots can facilitate remote collaboration. These works mostly focus on enabling the helper to control a robot-mounted camera in low-DoF settings and do not fully explore the possibility of robot autonomy, control of the robot by the worker, or how to manage the complexity of sharing camera control among the helper, the worker, and the robot. Thus, they do not leverage the full potential of a robotic platform for the formation of a co-constructed visual context. We address this gap in our work.

Early work by Kuzuoka et al. [47] demonstrated that granting the helper independent control of a 3-DoF robotic camera enabled the helper to explore 3D workspaces and examine physical artifacts from various angles. More recently, Feick et al. [19] used a robotic arm to reproduce orientation manipulations on a proxy object at a remote site. While this solution improves spatial understanding of the object, it is hard to scale beyond one object. Gurevich et al. [32] and Machino et al. [56]
designed systems that used a robot-mounted camera and projector (to capture the workspace and project on top of it), and showed that the mobility of the system improved collaborative outcomes. These systems allowed the helper to control the robot, but there was no exploration of robot autonomy or worker control of the robot. Sirkin and Ju [82] and Onishi et al. [62] explored the use of a robotic arm to display gestures such as pointing to and touching remote objects but not to capture any visual information about the workspace.

Telepresence robots make up a special case of robots designed to support collaboration by emulating face-to-face communication in a remote setting. The prototypical telepresence robot is a screen on wheels that is roughly human-sized in height with a camera and microphone. An interface will typically allow the remote user (in rare cases such as [68], the local user) control over the movement of the telepresence robot and the positioning of the cameras. These robots improve collaborative outcomes through the provision of a physical embodiment [48, 68] that enhances the feeling of presence or "being there" for the remote user, and improves the local user’s sense of the remote user’s presence [10]. There is a rich literature (e.g., [37, 43, 44, 69, 70, 85, 90]) on how telepresence robots and interfaces should be designed to support communication between remote users. However, these design choices are constrained by the anthropomorphic treatment of the robot as the remote user’s surrogate. Non-anthropomorphic form factors, such as a robotic arm, offer a different design space of interaction techniques that can leverage robot autonomy and control by the co-located user to support remote collaborative work.

Researchers have also explored other form factors for telepresence robots, such as drones [77, 94] or tabletop robots [2, 78]. While these systems are typically designed for interpersonal communication, some recent works [52, 91] have addressed the use of tabletop robots for supporting collaboration in remote physical tasks. Villanueva et al. [91] designed a tabletop robot that can be controlled by a remote instructor to provide in-situ advice on basic electrical circuitry to students. Li et al. [52] used a swarm of tabletop robots with cameras to allow several remote persons to view physical skill demonstrations by an instructor. The remote audience members can view the workspace through automatic and manual navigation of the robots and the instructor can physically move the robots for camera repositioning. These systems are advancing the possibilities of robotic platforms. However, the workspaces in these prior works are relatively level and uncluttered where low-DoF tabletop robots are adequate. Our work leverages high-DoF robot arms that can be used for precise camera control to support scenarios with clutter and complex geometry and allow remote users to achieve specific views such as the interior of a drawer or the top of an object. We draw from state-of-the-art camera and robot control frameworks (discussed next in §2.3) to limit the effort needed for the control of high-DoF robots in 3D environments.

### 2.3 Control Frameworks for Cameras and Robots

Relevant to the goals of this paper is prior literature on state-of-the-art camera control methods and control mechanisms for robots when humans and robots work in a collaborative ecosystem, which can inform the design of a robotic camera to support remote collaboration between individuals.

#### 2.3.1 Camera Control:

Christie et al. [12] describe various challenges associated with camera control. Designing control schemes for direct control of the camera by the user is challenging because users can find it difficult to deal simultaneously with all of the camera’s degrees of freedom. Consequently, control schemes must provide mappings that meaningfully link the user’s actions to the camera parameters. On the other hand, it is also challenging to partially or fully automate camera movement because the geometric specification of the camera pose needs to result in a semantically meaningful view for the user. Thus, our work draws from various manual and automated camera control techniques such as visual servoing [9, 34], through-the-lens camera control [30], assisted
camera control in virtual environments [12], and automatic cinematography [11] to make it easier for the helper and the worker to influence the shared view.

Visual servoing [34] is a robot control method using features extracted from vision data (from a camera) to define a target pose for the robot and determine how the robot should move. Through-the-lens camera control [30] is a technique where a camera view is specified through controls in the image plane, essentially mapping visual goals to camera movements. Methods that provide assisted camera control in virtual environments [12] use knowledge of the environment to assist the user with camera control. For example, if the camera maintains a fixed distance around an object when it is being inspected, it results in the camera orbiting around the object in response to user inputs. Techniques for automatic cinematography [11] enable automatic tracking of a person (or their face or hands) to keep them in view. This has been utilized both in research prototypes of remote collaboration systems, for instance, hand tracking in Ranjan et al. [75], and commercial video conferencing products such as Apple Center Stage\footnote{https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT212315} and Lumens Auto Tracking Camera.\footnote{https://www.mylumens.com/en/Products/12/Auto-Tracking-Camera}

In his paper on remote collaboration systems, Gaver [28] asserts that unless the cost of gaining additional information is low enough, it will not seem worth the additional effort for users. Our work is guided by this idea of allowing both the helper and the worker to move the camera with low cognitive and physical costs.

2.3.2 Shared Control: Shared control is a robot control paradigm where robot behavior is determined by multiple different agents (agents may be human or robotic) working together to achieve a common goal [16, 53]. This paradigm is also referred to as collaborative control [55] or mixed-initiative human-robot interaction [35]. One key aspect of shared control systems is the design of arbitration or the division of control among agents when completing a task. Losey et al. [53] suggest that agents assume different roles during task execution. For example, the human agent controls larger robot motions while the robotic agent controls finer robot positioning. Additionally, these roles can shift over time. Thus, arbitration in shared control should allow all agents to contribute and change the type of contribution they make over time. This idea of dynamic roles is central to the arbitration mechanisms we design for our shared camera control system.

Some prior works in the robotics literature [1, 60, 73, 81] use shared control-based methods for control of a robot-mounted camera to give the remote user a view of another robotic arm used for remote manipulation. There is no local worker in such scenarios, and hence these solutions do not consider the needs of a collaboration setting. In our work, we use an optimization-based shared control method similar to Rakita et al. [73, 74] with adaptations for remote human collaboration where the robot augmented with a camera is co-located with a worker completing manual tasks.

3 THE PERISCOPE SYSTEM
In this section, we introduce the design and implementation of the Periscope system, which supports remote collaboration by leveraging shared camera control. Our approach provides collaborators with a low-effort means of shaping the shared visual context using a robot-mounted camera.

3.1 Design Goals
Based on prior literature and early feasibility studies, we identified five high-level design goals that guided our design process for developing a robotic camera system to support remote collaboration. The first four design goals are related to the core functionality of camera control: versatility, intuitivity, dual-user interactivity, and congruity. The final design goal, usability, is related to system functionality that is peripheral (but crucial) to camera control.
3.1.1 **Versatility:** Support camera views for various task activities. The visual information that users need to maintain awareness and ground their conversation varies depending on task activities (e.g., searching, assembling, inspecting, or correcting). Hence, the system should support these dynamic needs and provide the helper with access to diverse sources of visual information in the workspace (including the worker’s face and actions, task objects, and the environment) from various angles and in varying levels of detail. This information should be shared with the worker, so that the pair can use the shared visual context to monitor comprehension, plan future actions, achieve joint attention, and communicate efficiently.

3.1.2 **Intuitivity:** Simplify camera control for users through intuitive mappings and autonomous behaviors. Camera movement in response to user input should be clear and familiar. The usage of autonomous behaviors should facilitate the user’s ability to provide high-level specifications while the robot handles the low-level details of how to achieve those specifications. Autonomous behaviors should also be used without requiring human input for aspects of robot control that may be difficult and non-intuitive for users. Camera control should be as non-intrusive as possible (i.e., not interrupt the collaboration process).

3.1.3 **Dual-user Interactivity:** Allow both the helper and the worker to modify the camera view. Both the helper and the worker require control of the camera view at different points of the collaboration process to gather or exchange information. Hence, they should be able to independently control the camera. The camera control functionality should consider the specific modalities supported by the users’ locations (the helper is remote, the worker is co-located with the robot).

3.1.4 **Congruity:** Arbitrate user interactions and autonomous behaviors to reach consensus. The camera’s movement can be controlled by three sources of input with potentially conflicting interests: the helper, the worker, and the autonomous robot. Hence, there is a need for arbitration of control authority between the three entities in order to determine which input has priority at what times and to prevent any conflicts. Arbitration should allow all agents (human and robotic) to contribute and change the type of contribution they make over time.

3.1.5 **Usability:** Support general communication and functional requirements. The system should support verbal communication since it is a key medium through which information is exchanged during collaboration. Additionally, the system should try to support non-verbal communication (e.g., gestures, visual annotations), especially to facilitate deictic referencing. Finally, users should be informed of the system’s internal state in a non-intrusive manner as necessary.

3.2 **System Overview**

We developed a prototype system based on the design goals stated in §3.1. As shown in Figure 2, the Periscope system consists of three components: (1) user interfaces for the helper and the worker, (2) a set of helper interactions, worker interactions, and autonomous robot behaviors to support establishing a shared visual context, and (3) system modes that arbitrate user interactions and autonomous behaviors in real-time, resulting in camera motion. To maintain brevity, we include technical details of the implementation in Appendix ??., and present high-level descriptions of the system below.

3.3 **User Interfaces**

We designed interfaces for the helper and the worker based on the goals of versatility, dual-user interactivity, and usability. In our remote collaboration setup, the worker is co-located with a robot arm augmented with an RGB-D (color + depth) camera, which is used to capture information about the worker and the workspace. The robot arm has six degrees of freedom, which is the minimum required for reaching any position and orientation in a 3D workspace. The helper is in a remote
Fig. 2. The Periscope system consists of three components: (1) user interfaces for the helper and the worker, (2) a set of helper interactions, worker interactions and autonomous robot behaviors to support establishing a shared visual context, and (3) system modes that arbitrate user interactions and autonomous behaviors in real-time, resulting in camera motion. Each user interface consists of a camera feed that displays the live video feed from the robot-mounted camera, accepts mouse input commands, and can be annotated using the annotation toolbox; a 3D view that shows a visualization of the robot and its surroundings; video conferencing for verbal communication between the helper and the worker; and a control panel for mode selection. 

location and views the workspace on a 2D screen interface through a live video from the RGB camera and a simulated 3D view. The worker can view the visual information shared with the helper on a 2D screen interface that is similar to the helper’s interface.

The screen interface consists of four panels. The camera feed panel shows the live video feed from the robot-mounted camera. The camera feed accepts input commands (through mouse clicks and drags) that can be used for camera control. Additionally, the camera feed can be annotated (with a pin, a rectangle, or an arrow) using the annotation toolbox to support referential communication. Overlays on the camera feed provide visual feedback for input commands and annotations. The 3D view panel shows a simulated visualization of the robot and its surrounding objects, and updates their states in real-time. The video conferencing panel allows verbal and visual communication between the helper and the worker. The control panel provides options related to camera control (including mode selection), in addition to those accessible through the camera feed.

3.4 User Interactions and Autonomous Behaviors

We designed interactions for the helper and the worker that are augmented by autonomous robot behaviors based on the goals of versatility, intuitivity, and dual-user interactivity. Below, we describe helper interactions, worker interactions, and autonomous behaviors afforded by the Periscope system (see Figure 3 for illustrations).

3.4.1 Helper Interactions. Helpers use the screen interface to interact with the system through mouse input commands on the camera feed or the control panel.

Target: The helper can change the viewing direction of the camera by setting a target through a mouse right-click on the camera feed. The camera will point to the specified target such that the

---

3Although a head-mounted display is a viable option, its interplay with robotic technology for collaboration is unclear and we chose a more established display technology for this work.
Target is positioned near the center of the camera’s field of view. Visual feedback is displayed on the camera feed in the form of a dot corresponding to the target.

**Adjust:** The helper can move the camera in one direction based on a directional input in order to make adjustments to the view. Through mouse scroll, the helper can move the camera forward or backward in the direction that the camera is currently pointing at, allowing them to see more detail or context depending on task needs. Other directional inputs (mouse left-click + drag up/down/left/right) will result in different behavior depending on whether Target was engaged prior to Adjust. If the camera is pointing at a target, then it will orbitally rotate around the target point. If there is no target, the camera will linearly move in the direction specified by the helper. We will refer to the three behaviors as zoom (move forward/backward), orbit (orbital rotation), and shift (linear movement) in the remainder of the paper. Visual feedback is displayed on the camera feed in the form of arrow overlays.

The Target + Adjust interactions attempt to replicate the behavior of orbital cameras, which are widely used in virtual environments and suitable for object-focused applications.

**Reset:** The helper can move the camera from its current state to a pre-defined configuration by clicking a button on the GUI. The pre-defined configuration is identical to the initial configuration that the system enters at startup.

**Annotate:** The helper can overlay annotations on the camera feed to support referential communication between the collaborators. The helper can drop a pin to indicate a point, draw a rectangle to indicate an object, or place an arrow to indicate a direction. When the helper engages Annotate, the robot motion is automatically stopped to freeze the scene during the interaction.

![Fig. 3. The Periscope system supports a variety of interactions for the helper and the worker, assisted by autonomous robot behaviors.](image-url)
3.4.2 Worker Interactions. Workers move the camera by engaging directly with the robot arm using physical contact and gestures recognized by the camera. These interactions leverage the worker’s proximity to the robot.

Point: The worker can specify the target that the camera should look at using a pointing gesture. The camera will point to the target indicated by the worker’s index finger. Additionally, the camera moves to a predetermined distance from the target (40 cm in our system) so that it is visible in adequate detail in the view. The Point interaction is intended to be a discrete input from the worker in contrast with the next interaction, Direct, which is intended to be a continuous input.

Direct: The worker can continuously influence the camera’s viewing direction by moving their hand, which can be set as the camera’s target. This interaction is augmented by the Track hand autonomous behavior, allowing the worker to influence the view without touching the robot.

Freedrive: The worker can manually move the robot-mounted camera into desired poses by manipulating the robot joints. The robot arm senses the forces applied to it and moves in the direction of the force as though being pushed or pulled by the worker.

3.4.3 Autonomous Behaviors. Autonomous robot behaviors augment helper and worker interactions by supporting the aspects of camera control that are difficult and non-intuitive for users. These behaviors are typically related to geometric (rather than semantic) qualities of the view, which are challenging for humans but feasible for robots to achieve.

Keep distance: The robot keeps the camera at a specific distance from the target point. This augments the Adjust interaction to enable orbital motions and Point interaction to keep the target visible in adequate detail. For the Adjust interaction, the distance is determined as the distance between the camera and the target at the time the helper engages adjustment through orbit.

Keep upright: The robot maintains the camera in an upright direction and prevents any roll (i.e., rotation along the front-to-back axis of the camera). This is typically done during assisted control of virtual cameras to avoid users from being disoriented.

Track hand: The robot detects the worker’s hand (implemented using MediaPipe [54]) and automatically points the camera at the hand. This augments the worker’s Direct interaction.

Avoid jerky motion: The robot avoids large and jittery camera motions, and promotes safe operation of the robot by maintaining the robot’s range of motion within the limits of the joints. This is essential because the view needs to be stable and not disorienting for viewers.

Avoid collisions: The robot automatically avoids collisions with itself and objects in the environment, including the worker. This can be particularly beneficial for the helper, as they may face challenges in avoiding collisions when controlling the robot. Helpers have limited awareness of potential collisions as they only see the workspace from the camera’s point of view and may not be aware of the placement of the robot arm’s joints and obstacles outside the camera’s field of view.

3.5 System Modes
We developed system modes that arbitrate the user interactions and the autonomous behaviors described in §3.4 based on the design goal of congruity. To achieve effective arbitration, these interactions and behaviors should work in harmony to generate camera motion. Additionally, there is a trade-off between the degree of control users desire and the amount of effort they are willing to put in. Ideally, users should have high control over the view with low effort, but this is difficult to achieve. Through an iterative design process, we developed three modes that we believe offer
varying degrees of control to both users for low effort. Users can select from the three available modes via the control panel to support their current needs. The three modes are: Helper-led Mode, Robot-led Mode, and Worker-led Mode. Each mode is led by one of the three agents, while the other two exert less influence. This leader-follower approach makes the arbitration of control authority more tractable. After arbitration, a motion generation algorithm (detailed in Appendix A) moves the robot’s joints to achieve the desired camera pose.

3.5.1 Helper-led Mode. This mode is led by the helper who can specify the camera’s viewing direction by setting a target and adjusting the view through zoom and orbit. The worker has some influence over the camera’s viewing direction via a pointing gesture that can be accepted by the helper. Meanwhile, the robot assists to ensure safe and high-quality camera control by keeping the camera at a constant distance during orbit, keeping the camera upright, avoiding jerky camera motions, and avoiding robot collisions. This mode gives the helper substantial control of the camera. The helper can freely move the camera to observe the workspace, and the worker can participate by pointing to a location of interest.

3.5.2 Robot-led Mode. This mode is led by the robot which tracks the worker’s hand while the helper can adjust the view through zoom and orbit. Similar to the helper-led mode, the robot also assists by ensuring safe and high-quality camera control. This mode is designed to reduce the workload of camera control for both the helper and the worker. In this mode, the worker can focus on completing the physical task, while the robot captures the worker’s activity in the workspace and maintains the worker’s hand in the camera view. This mode allows the helper to focus on providing guidance without the need to control the camera to monitor the worker’s behaviors.

3.5.3 Worker-led Mode. This mode is led by the worker who can set the camera’s pose through freedrive (manually moving the robot) while the helper can adjust the view through zoom and shift (not orbit, since no target is set prior to adjust). This mode gives the worker substantial control of the camera. In fact, robot assistance for safe and high-quality camera control is disabled when the worker moves the camera. We wanted to include a mode in which autonomous behaviors exert less influence, giving more control to the co-located worker to handle these aspects of camera control. However, when the helper adjusts the view, the robot provides moderate assistance by avoiding jerky camera motions and robot collisions. The worker can use this mode to present visual information to the helper, and the helper can adjust the camera pose for a better viewpoint.

4 USER STUDY

We conducted an evaluation of the Periscope system in a lab study with 12 dyads to understand the utility of our shared camera control approach for remote collaboration.

4.1 Study Design

We recruited dyads to participate in our user study. One participant was assigned the role of worker and had access to the physical workspace but no instructions on how to carry out the assembly. The other participant was assigned the role of helper and was tasked with guiding the worker using the instruction manuals that we provided. During the study, participants collaboratively worked on a training task and a main task, which were both assembly tasks from scientific play kits. These kits were sufficiently complex to make completion without instructions challenging, and their components were sturdy enough to withstand frequent handling by participants.

The training required for participants to be able to successfully interact with the system was unclear initially. Thus, we iteratively developed a training protocol based on early participant observations and feedback. In our final training protocol, one experimenter guided both participants
simultaneously through completion of a training task for around an hour. The training protocol consisted of \(\sim 70\) steps that introduced all the functionalities available in the *Periscope* system and allowed dyads to try them out. Experimenters solicited feedback throughout the training process to encourage participants to reflect on their use of the system’s functionalities. We also made adjustments to the main task protocol based on participant feedback. Below, we describe the final protocol that we developed and clarify the variations of the protocol followed by each dyad in §4.5.

### 4.2 Tasks

The training task was to construct a pulley system from a toy workbench kit\(^4\) (see Figure 4C). The helper was provided with the instruction manual that came with the kit. The workbench comprised of a peg board for assembling the pulley system and a toolbox with storage space. The workbench was clamped to the table to be immobile. The components required for the task were distributed between the toolbox and another storage unit located away from the workbench.

The main task was to build a 3D illumination circuit project\(^5\) (see Figure 4E). The helper was provided with a black and white copy of the instruction manual that came with the kit (see Figure 4D). Some visual features on the manual were deliberately blurred to ensure sufficient task complexity. Participants were tasked with building 3D circuits for a lighting and alarm system in a security house, which consisted of a base grid, two wall grids, and two roof grids. When participants began the task, the house was partially built, with one wall grid connected to the base grid and completed circuitry on the roof grids. Participants had to evaluate the partially assembled house, attach missing components to the existing wall grid, attach and build circuitry on the other wall grid and base grid, attach the roof grids, and finish the wiring.

\(^4\)Workbench Kit: https://a.co/d/2zLeQoV

\(^5\)SnapCircuit Kit: https://a.co/d/34trhAd

---

Fig. 4. A. One participant was located in the same physical space as a robot arm. B. The study took place in two rooms with accompanying experimenters. C. Instructions for the training task. D. Instructions for the main task. E. The completed structure that participant dyads were tasked with building collaboratively.
4.3 Study Setup
The study took place in two rooms: the worker room and the helper room (see Figure 4B). The participant who was assigned the role of the *worker* was located in the same physical space as a robot arm and Experimenter 1 (see Figure 4A). The worker sat behind a desk, facing the robot that was within arm’s reach. The experimenter was nearby, observing the room and had access to the robot’s emergency stop button. The worker viewed the screen interface on a laptop and could provide inputs to the interface using a mouse or directly interacting with the robot arm. A workbench kit (from the training task) was adjacent to the laptop. A large immobile organizer and a small movable organizer on the opposite side of the desk provided storage for various task components. The components for the training and main tasks were stored together. The participant used the laptop’s camera and microphone for video-conferencing through the interface.

The participant who was assigned the role of the *helper* was located in a different room than the worker, accompanied by Experimenter 2. The helper sat behind a desk with access to a laptop, a monitor, and a mouse for interacting with the interface. The participant used the laptop’s camera and microphone for video-conferencing through the interface.

4.4 Procedure
This protocol was approved by a university’s Institutional Review Board (IRB). We conducted the study in two separate rooms in a university laboratory. Each session lasted approximately two hours. The first author (Experimenter 1) facilitated the study along with another experimenter (Experimenter 2). Both experimenters individually described the study to the participant and obtained written consent. Experimenter 1 introduced the interface and the physical robot to the worker before connecting to the video conference. In parallel, Experimenter 2 provided the same introduction for the interface and described the virtual robot in the 3D view of the interface to the helper before joining the video conference. Experimenter 1 guided both participants simultaneously through the training protocol. The experimenter familiarized participants with the workspace, outlined the task flow, and initiated test interactions in each mode. Participants were then asked to use their cheat-sheet, which listed all system features, to summarize what they had learned.

During the training task, the helper was encouraged to locate the necessary component, ask the worker to pick it up, and provide assembly instructions to the worker. Participants were asked to gather the required components for each step (steps are listed in the manual shown in Figure 4C) using a certain mode, and then assemble the components using an alternate mode. They were then asked to reflect on their experiences. We repeated this procedure for all the modes, allowing participants to gain experience with each mode for different task activities. We allowed participants to complete the final step of the task using any combination of modes they preferred. Participants were finally asked to reflect on their overall experience in all modes. If a participant avoided using a feature or used it wrongly, the experimenter reminded or corrected them regarding the system’s functions. The training task took approximately 60 minutes.

The video conferencing link was disabled before Experimenter 1 went to the helper room and explained the procedure and goals for the main task to the helper. The helper was shown a completed model of the security house and had the opportunity to interact with it. Then, Experimenter 1 partially disassembled the house and set it up on the worker’s table. The video conference was then resumed, and participants were given high-level directions on which panel to assemble. Participants were given the flexibility to use any (or none) of the system’s modes and other features they found suitable for completing the task. We used this approach because we wanted to gain insights into how people utilized the system in a relatively realistic setting. Participants had 45–60 minutes to collaboratively work on the main task.
4.5 Participants
For the user study, we did not target any particular user group, as the scientific play kits did not require specific expertise and the system was designed for use by individuals unfamiliar with robots. We recruited 24 participants from a university campus. Demographic information for one dyad was not collected. The remaining participants (8 female, 14 male) were aged between 18 and 69 years ($M = 26.32, SD = 10.48$). Participants had various educational backgrounds, including urban design, business, physics, engineering, and computer science. Two participants reported prior participation in robotics studies, and one dyad consisted of individuals who knew each other prior to the experiment.

The first four out of the twelve dyads underwent a less rigorous training protocol and performed a different (but similar) task from the kit. While these four dyads were important for establishing the final protocol, we excluded them from our dataset for analysis as they followed a different procedure compared to the other eight dyads. The next two dyads followed the procedure described in §4.4, with the only difference being that the helpers were not shown the completed model of the security house before starting the main task. The remaining six dyads strictly followed the procedure described in §4.4. To ensure consistency and comparability within the dataset for the analysis described below, we used data from the last eight dyads that followed a similar procedure.

4.6 Analysis
During the study, we screen-recorded the helper’s interface and recorded the workspace (including the worker and the robot), resulting in $\sim$36 hours of video recordings (12 dyads*2 users*~1.5 hours). The dataset for our analysis consists of $\sim$12 hours of video recordings from eight dyads during the main task (8 dyads*2 users*~0.75 hours). This is rich multi-user, multi-modal data containing dialogue, interactions with the system, worker actions, and camera motions.

We analyzed the videos using a deductive thematic analysis approach [6]. The first author and a study team member were familiarized with the data through conducting all study sessions and transcribing participant conversations. Both the first author and the study team member coded all helper videos (screen-recordings) to identify relevant conversations and patterns, conducted meetings to discuss their codes and resolve any conflict, and distilled the codes in a codebook. The first author then coded all worker videos and refined the codes. Resulting themes were refined by the first author and reported after discussions with the remaining authors. ELAN\textsuperscript{6} [14] was used for video coding, and the collaborative whiteboard app Miro\textsuperscript{7} was used to refine thematic findings.

5 RESULTS
Overall, we observed that dyads frequently utilized the Periscope system’s modes and other features to establish a shared visual context that enhanced their verbal communication. All our results are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. Table 1 provides a list of use patterns for modes and other features of the system. These use patterns are nuanced interpretations of the rich multi-modal data that we analyzed. Thus, we include examples in Appendix B and provide references to them in this section to provide the context of the rich interactions from which they were interpreted. Table 2 provides an overview of the frequency and duration of use of the modes and other features. This table also includes a ranking based on the degree to which each dyad succeeded in completing the main task. We did not expect all dyads to reach completion because we deliberately designed the task to be challenging to prevent dyads from succeeding purely through verbal communication. We did not

\textsuperscript{6}https://archive.mpi.nl/tla/elan
Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics, The Language Archive, Nijmegen, The Netherlands

\textsuperscript{7}https://miro.com/
Table 1. Summary of use patterns identified from the analysis of video recordings of eight dyads who participated in a user study. Column 2 provides references in §5 to details about each pattern.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>Use Pattern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Helper-led mode</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.1-1 The helper gains awareness of the workspace.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.1-2 The helper provides the worker with task instructions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.1-3 The helper searches for something.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.1-4 The helper attempts to move the camera before asking the worker do it instead.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Robot-led mode</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.2-1 The dyad gathers components for the build.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.2-2 The helper tracks the worker’s movement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Worker-led mode</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.3-1 The worker wants to share some information with the helper.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.3-2 The worker anticipates the helper’s need for a different view.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.3-3 The worker offers to move the camera on behalf of the helper.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.3-4 The helper attempts and fails to move the camera on their own.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.3-5 The helper is already aware from an earlier attempt that a particular view is difficult to achieve.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.3-6 The helper requests repositioning the camera that the worker had previously set up.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.3-7 The helper does not know where to position the camera.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Point</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.4.1-1 The helper asks the worker for a specific view.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.4.1-2 The worker refers to something in the workspace.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reset</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.4.2-1 The reset pose serves as a bookmarked pose that provides a sufficient view of the workspace with minimal effort.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.4.2-2 The reset pose serves as an intermediate pose when transitioning from one sub-task to the next.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.4.2-3 The reset pose is a comfortable starting configuration for the helper-led mode.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.4.2-4 The system does not respond as expected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Annotate</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.4.3 The helper refers to something in the workspace.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Frequency and duration of use of Periscope’s modes and other features. Dyads are ranked based on how much of the task they completed (#1 being best).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dyad</th>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Helper-led Mode</th>
<th>Robot-led Mode</th>
<th>Worker-led Mode</th>
<th>Point</th>
<th>Reset</th>
<th>Annotate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D1</td>
<td>#8</td>
<td>9, 19_M, 25_SD</td>
<td>3, 70_M, 20_SD</td>
<td>7, 36_M, 23_SD</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2</td>
<td>#1</td>
<td>8, 65_M, 76_SD</td>
<td>2, 13_M, 4_SD</td>
<td>1, 18_M, NA_SD</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3</td>
<td>#3</td>
<td>7, 20_M, 13_SD</td>
<td>6, 126_M, 122_SD</td>
<td>8, 24_M, 7_SD</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D4</td>
<td>#5</td>
<td>15, 46_M, 34_SD</td>
<td>3, 18_M, 17_SD</td>
<td>4, 25_M, 14_SD</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D5</td>
<td>#7</td>
<td>2, 6_M, 7_SD</td>
<td>0, NA_M, NA_SD</td>
<td>15, 13_M, 16_SD</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D6</td>
<td>#4</td>
<td>21, 44_M, 39_SD</td>
<td>2, 18_M, 20_SD</td>
<td>5, 22_M, 15_SD</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D7</td>
<td>#2</td>
<td>12, 42_M, 48_SD</td>
<td>1, 20_M, NA_SD</td>
<td>8, 25_M, 12_SD</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D8</td>
<td>#6</td>
<td>8, 17_M, 8_SD</td>
<td>3, 106_M, 87_SD</td>
<td>10, 27_M, 19_SD</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>82, 38_M, 41_SD</td>
<td>20, 71_M, 85_SD</td>
<td>58, 23_M, 16_SD</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>257</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 5. Visualization of the frequency and duration of use of Periscope’s modes. Dyads are arranged in descending order based on most to least completion of the task. (Left) Count plot depicting the frequency of use of the three modes in the data. (Center) Box plot depicting the duration of use of the three modes in the data. (Right) Zoomed-in view of the box plot depicting the duration of use of the three modes in the data with y-scale from 0 to 140.

expect all dyads to reach completion because we deliberately designed the task to be challenging to prevent dyads from succeeding purely through verbal communication. A visual representation of the frequency and duration data for the modes from Table 2 can be found in Figure 5. In the rest of the section, we provide a detailed breakdown of use patterns. In §6.1, we elaborate on the significance of these results to our design goals.

**Note:** Dyads are referred to as D1, D2, D3, D4, D5, D6, D7, D8. Dyad references and frequency of use patterns are included in parentheses.

### 5.1 Helper-led Mode Use Patterns

We observed that this mode was used 82 times (excluding the use of this mode when the worker used the pointing gesture which we discuss separately in §5.4.1). The average duration of each use was 38 seconds (SD = 41 seconds). We observed that helpers used the mode in the following ways: targeting only (21/82), targeting with zoom adjustment (27/82), and targeting with orbit adjustment (34/82). This mode was the first mode that majority of the helpers used during the session (6/8). The remaining dyads, D3 and D5, used the worker-led mode as their first mode. This mode was exited when helpers opened the annotation toolbox (46/82), reset the camera (16/82), switched to the worker-led mode (13/82), or switched to the robot-led mode (5/82). This mode was not exited in the remaining cases (2/82). Instead, it was either immediately followed by another use of the same mode (1/2) or the session ended (1/2).

We observed four distinct use patterns, with occasional overlaps (13/82):

1. **The helper gains awareness of the workspace (36/82):** The helper inspected various objects in the workspace in order to assess the situation. For example in D4, as the worker attached a component onto a grid, the helper wanted to “double check that it [the component] is facing the correct way” and moved the camera for a better view of the grid (EB.1). This category is distinct because it involves the helper gaining information from the remote workspace.

2. **The helper provides the worker with task instructions (30/82):** The helper provided guidance to the worker to make progress on the task. For example in D6, the helper moved the camera to look at the components that the worker had recently attached and instructed the worker to
make modifications, “This part right here [a base support]...Okay, so you have to flip it” (EB.2). This category is distinct because it involves the helper providing information to the worker.

3. The helper searches for something (17/82): When the helper and the worker searched for something together, they typically utilized the robot-led mode (§5.2-1), but if the helper needed to search for something independently, they used the helper-led mode. For example in D1, the helper explicitly switched from robot-led mode to helper-led mode while looking for a component, which may have been prompted by the worker not following their instructions correctly (EB.5). We consider searching to be a distinct category in which the helper mostly used targeting only or targeting with zoom adjustment (16/17).

4. The helper attempts to move the camera before asking the worker do it instead (13/82): If the initial attempt with the helper-led mode was not sufficient to get the desired view, the helper asked the worker to move the camera using the worker-led mode (see EB.6). We will revisit this reason in §5.3-4 when discussing the use of the worker-led mode.

5.2 Robot-led Mode Use Patterns

This mode was used 20 times (excluding the use of this mode when the worker used the pointing gesture which we discuss separately in §5.4.1). The average duration of each use was 71 seconds ($SD = 85$ seconds). We observed some view adjustment by the helper (Adjust: zoom (4/20), Adjust: orbit (2/20)). There were three instances of the robot completely losing track of the worker’s hand requiring the helper to reset the robot (2/3) or engage the helper-led mode (1/3). This mode was exited when helpers opened the annotation toolbox (8/20), switched to the helper-led mode (8/20), reset the camera (3/20), or switched to the worker-led mode (1/20).

We observed two distinct use patterns, with one overlap (1/20):

1. The dyad gathers components for the build (17/20): The robot-led mode was mostly employed to locate the required components in the organizer (see EB.7). In the majority of these cases, the helper explicitly informed the worker that the tracking mode was on and that their hand was being tracked (16/17). In one instance (D4), the worker held their hand visible to the camera as if to direct the robot, prompting the helper to switch from the helper-led mode to the robot-led mode. In all cases, we observed that workers explicitly directed the camera by moving their hand to relevant locations (17/17). Additionally, when waiting for the helper to give further instructions, workers often rested their hand on the table to maintain a steady view of the relevant area (13/17). The robot-led mode was most frequently used by dyads D1 (3/17), D3 (6/17), and D8 (3/17) to find components.

2. The helper tracks the worker’s movement (4/20): The helper used the robot-led mode to maintain the worker’s hand in view as the worker moved their hand to demonstrate or put something together (see EB.8). In these instances, the worker did not explicitly direct the camera.

5.3 Worker-led Mode Use Patterns

We observed that this mode was used 58 times in two distinct ways: worker-initiated (22/58) or helper-initiated (36/58). This split-use may be due to the design of this mode, which can be engaged either by the worker or the helper. We distinguish between the mode’s initiation and engagement; initiation relates to the individual who suggests using the mode, while engagement refers to actually clicking the button. The average duration of each use was 23 seconds ($SD = 16$ seconds). We observed some view adjustment by the helper (6/58). Helpers often switched to the helper-led mode after attempting to adjust the view in this mode (4/6). One instance of view adjustment (D5) required the system to be reset since the helper and the worker both attempted to move the camera at the same time, activating the robot’s emergency brake. This mode was exited when helpers...
opened the annotation toolbox (29/58), switched to the helper-led mode (10/58), reset the camera (6/58), or switched to the robot-led mode (2/58). This mode was not exited in the remaining cases (11/58). Instead, it was either immediately followed by another use of the same mode (7/11), or the session ended (4/11).

5.3.1 Worker-initiated: Workers initiated this mode either directly by engaging the mode and moving the camera (12/22) or indirectly through conversation (10/22), such as “Do you need me to move the camera again” (D4). The former behavior, in which the worker altered the view without notifying the helper, was most prevalent in dyads D5 and D8 (11/12). Workers initiating this mode mostly engaged the mode themselves (16/22) or the mode was already active from prior use (3/22). Otherwise, they asked the helper to engage the mode on their behalf (3/22) with a phrase, such as “Do you want to move to mode 3 [worker-led mode] and I can show it?” (D1).

We observed three main reasons for workers initiating the worker-led mode:

(1) The worker wants to share some information with the helper (7/22): The worker showed the helper something new in the workspace (2/7), a view pertinent to a query or response that they had regarding the task (4/7) (see EB.9), or their progress on the task (1/7). Workers may (3/7) or may not (4/7) let the helper know that they are changing the view.

(2) The worker anticipates the helper’s need for a different view (12/22): When a helper acknowledged the end of the current step in the process or verbalized the next step in the process (see EB.10), some workers anticipated the helper’s need for a different view and offered to move the camera (4/12) or proactively moved the camera without informing the helper (8/12).

(3) The worker offers to move the camera on behalf of the helper (3/22): When a helper expressed frustration with camera positioning, for instance, by stating, “Um...let me see if I can move the camera just a little bit” (D3), some workers offered to move the camera on the helper’s behalf.

We observed the least amount of initiation of this mode by the worker in dyads D2 (none), D6 (once), and D7 (none). Additionally, there were six instances of conflict in these dyads—D2 (1/6), D6 (2/6), D7 (3/6)—when the worker offered to move the camera or tried to proactively move the camera for any of the reasons mentioned above, but was overruled by the helper who used the helper-led mode to move the camera (see EB.11).

5.3.2 Helper-initiated: Helpers initiated this mode with a verbal request to the worker to move the camera. The request was ambiguous and context-specific, yet the worker typically understood it correctly (31/36). For example, one helper requested, “Could you move the camera so that I’m getting like a more of a bird’s eye view” (D3). While the helper did not indicate which area or item should be visible, the worker showed the helper a view of the base grid based on an earlier conversation about where the base supports would link to on the base grid. If the worker was unable to decide which view to show, there was additional conversation to clarify the request (5/36). When the worker moved the camera, the helper often acknowledged an adequate view (20/36) with a phrase such as “Okay alright, that’s enough” (D6).

We observed four main reasons for helpers initiating the worker-led mode:

(4) The helper attempts and fails to move the camera on their own (13/36): When the helper could not get the desired view using the helper-led mode, they asked the worker to move the camera. For example in D7, the helper made an unsuccessful attempt to inspect the roof panel and gave up, saying, “I am not able to see the top panel...can you?...I need to look up to the panel”.

(5) The helper is already aware from an earlier attempt that a particular view is difficult to achieve (6/36): The helper preemptively requested the worker to move the camera (see EB.13) because
they had previously made an effort to observe the same area but had either been successful after a protracted attempt (2/6) or had been unsuccessful and had relied on the worker (4/6).

6. The helper requests repositioning the camera that the worker had previously set up (14/36): After the worker-led mode was used once, there were instances when helpers requested the view to be modified to show something that had become more pertinent (see EB.14).

7. The helper does not know where to position the camera (3/36): Since the helper was remote, the worker was more familiar with the layout of the workspace. Thus, the first use of the worker-led mode by three helpers (D3, D5, D6) was for the worker to move the camera so they could look at something that was located in a place they were unfamiliar with (see EB.15).

Sometimes, helpers initiating the worker-led mode engaged the mode (10/36) or the mode was already active from prior use (4/36). Otherwise, workers engaged the mode (18/36). We observed four instances of conflict over mode engagement when both the helper and the worker engaged the mode, thereby canceling out each other’s inputs. Additionally, there were two instances of conflict in dyad D8 when the helper said, “Can you show me...”, and used the helper-led mode to move the camera. This statement was misunderstood by the worker as a request to engage the worker-led mode and move the camera, resulting in overriding the helper’s mode selection.

5.4 Other Use Patterns

5.4.1 Point: We observed 11 instances where pointing was used for two reasons:

1. The helper asks the worker for a specific view (6/11): Pointing was used explicitly by helpers in dyads D3 (5/6) and D7 (1/6) to request a view. For example, the helper in D3 asked the worker, “Could you point to the wall so that I can see inside it?” (see EB.16).

2. The worker refers to something in the workspace (5/11): Four workers—D3 (1/5), D4 (2/5), D5 (1/5), D6 (1/5)—used pointing to refer to something in the workspace (see EB.17).

Only one dyad (D3) successfully completed the interaction sequence as designed (3/11): worker points, helper approves, and camera provides a close-up of the worker’s target. In multiple cases, the helper was unable to approve the worker’s target because of a bug in the system (5/11). In these cases, the helper switched to the robot-led mode to track the worker’s hand (3/11), switched to the worker-led mode (1/11), or did not take any action (1/11). In the remaining cases, the helper never attempted to use the helper-led mode but directly used the robot-led mode when the worker pointed toward something (3/11). Interestingly, some helpers (D3, D7) expected the camera to align with the direction of pointing. For example, the helper in D3 stated, “Oh, it’s looking at your hand and not what I want it to be looking at,” when the view did not match their expectation of the camera aligning with the direction of pointing (see EB.18).

5.4.2 Reset: We observed 57 instances where the helper used the Reset feature and identified four potential reasons for its use. However, due to insufficient context in the data to determine the intent behind each occurrence, we do not report the number of instances for each reason.

1. The reset pose serves as a bookmarked pose that provides a sufficient view of the workspace with minimal effort: By simply clicking a button, the helper could easily obtain a reasonable view of most of the workspace (see EB.19).

2. The reset pose serves as an intermediate pose when transitioning from one sub-task to the next: In many instances, the completion of a sub-task was marked by the helper using the Reset feature (see EB.20 and EB.21).

3. The reset pose is a comfortable starting configuration for the helper-led mode: The robot would occasionally get into an odd configuration that the helper found challenging to modify. In
such cases, the helper relied on the reset feature to restore the robot to its initial configuration, with which they were familiar and comfortable working (see EB.22).

(4) **The system does not respond as expected:** Occasionally, there was a prohibitive lag between user commands and the corresponding robot motion, or the user was unable to move the camera because of issues with the robot’s autonomous behaviors, such as being stuck in a collision state or losing track of the worker’s hand (see EB.23). In response, helpers used the *Reset* feature as a way to restore the system to a functional state.

5.4.3 **Annotate:** We observed 257 instances where the helper added annotations to the view. These visual annotations were accompanied with one or more of the following words in the helper’s speech: *this, that, these, those, it, other, here, there, where, looks similar/like, same, thing, next, last, one, another, both, right, way, direction, across, on, top, middle, bottom, horizontal, opposite.* While we see evidence of the system facilitating referential communication, a comprehensive conversation analysis on this topic is outside the scope of this work.

6 **DISCUSSION**

In this section, we discuss our system’s effectiveness in supporting our design goals introduced in §3.1, present design implications for future robotic camera systems, address the limitations of our current work, and suggest possible directions for future research.

6.1 **Reflection on Design Goals**

**Note:** Whenever a statement is connected to a result in §5 or is illustrated by an example in Appendix B, the relevant reference is included in parentheses.

6.1.1 **Versatility:** The frequent use of the system’s features (Table 2) and consistent use patterns across dyads (Table 1) is encouraging, especially since participants were not compelled to use any features to move the camera. The initial configuration (which is also the pre-defined pose for the *Reset* feature) offered a reasonable view of the workspace, and if the worker had brought everything into the static view or the dyads had relied mainly on verbal communication, it may have been possible to progress on the task (albeit inefficiently). However, we found that participants made use of the system’s versatility to obtain diverse and context-specific views to support a variety of task activities, such as gaining awareness, providing instructions, searching and gathering components, assembling, sharing information, inspecting objects, and correcting errors.

Similar to prior work [32, 45], we saw evidence for the helper and the worker using our interface to establish a shared visual context in order to maintain awareness and ground their conversation. It should be noted that the following discussion about system versatility is inherently linked to system *usability*, which enabled effective communication between users. Annotation, in conjunction with the use of deixis (e.g., *this, here, across, now, next*; see §5.4.3), was the most apparent use of the shared context to achieve efficient and unambiguous communication. Additionally, dyads used the shared context to ground references of task objects (e.g., “*L-shaped stuff*” for the base support in EB.4 and “*the blue one*” for the snap-connector in EB.5), especially since they had no prior shared vocabulary for the objects. Finally, infrequent verbal communication related to some aspects of collaboration, such as monitoring comprehension, may suggest an effective use of visual information. Helpers could infer worker comprehension by watching worker actions immediately after receiving instructions, and then correct them if necessary (e.g., EB.1).

---

The duration of mode use in Table 2 is more challenging to interpret than the frequency data, as it is possible that the user found obtaining the desired view difficult and therefore took longer, or that the user was actively accumulating information throughout the entire time. Better interpretations of duration and frequency data would be possible if we knew the quality of the information users acquired from every view.
We found some limitations in the system’s versatility due to the particular robotic hardware that we used. There were some angles and locations that the robot could not be configured to show. Additionally, the system did not adequately support certain task activities such as debugging that required precise views and repeated view specifications (discussed in detail in §6.1.2). These findings provide concrete directions for enhancing the versatility of future systems.

6.1.2 Intuitivity: The frequent use of the system’s features to move the camera (Table 2) may indicate that there were enough instances where users found it worthwhile to put in the effort to acquire information through camera control. Moreover, participants converged on particular patterns in their use of camera controls (Table 1), which could suggest that the controls had some degree of intuitivity. It is also promising that autonomous robot behaviors were generally invisible to participants. Occasionally, the robot lost track of the worker’s hand and required guidance from the helper (§5.2) and rare robot collisions required experimenters to restart the system (§5.4.2-4). Otherwise, users did not have to intervene and take responsibility for the aspects of camera control that were handled by the robot. Overall, we believe that the discussion in §6.1.1 of participants using the system to achieve diverse, informative, and task-relevant views is supportive of the intuitiveness of our camera controls.

Conversation pauses and dialogue about camera control in our data raise concerns that participant efforts to move the camera interrupted their flow of collaboration (e.g., EB.1, EB.4, EB.9, EB.14, and EB.22). Nevertheless, helpers and workers took the time to do so in order to get a good view, after which interactions were smooth. This is illustrated in EB.3, where the verbose description, “(it should attach on)...the inside of the triangle, like on the inside edge of the triangle that connects to the circle thing...Sorry...the thing...the clear thing with the circle on it”, was replaced by the concise deictic expression, “It should attach right...here”, after the helper took the effort to obtain a good view. While we have taken steps in the right direction with our system design, we explain cases below where our system did not adequately meet this design goal.

Obtaining precise views: Helpers seemed comfortable with camera control when they used targeting only or targeting with zoom (e.g., during searching; see §5.1-3) to set three or four of the camera’s DoF. In contrast, helpers had trouble with camera control when trying to obtain views that needed precise 6-DoF camera specification, such as viewing the bottom of the roof grid (EB.12).

Repeated view specifications: Helpers were frustrated with repeatedly specifying views when they had to move away to look for and collect components before returning to finish assembly (e.g., EB.13). Here, the reset pose was useful on occasion since it may be used as a transitional pose when switching between sub-tasks (§5.4.2-2), or as a quick way to get a sufficient view of the workspace without much effort (§5.4.2-1).

Lack of autonomous behaviors in Freedrive: We did not include any autonomous robot behaviors in our implementation of the Freedrive interaction for the worker. However, this may have resulted in workers having too many degrees of freedom to manipulate, causing them to sometimes struggle with physically posing the robot’s joints. Workers had the most trouble with keeping the camera upright and the robot colliding with itself.

Non-intuitive pointing behavior: Some participants expected the camera to align with the direction of pointing and expressed frustration when this was not the case (e.g., EB.16 and EB.18).

6.1.3 Dual-user Interactivity: We begin with a discussion of how helpers and workers individually used their interactions. Helpers could have simply requested the worker to move the camera each time (as the helper in dyad D5 did), but most helpers extensively used the interactions provided to them and independently explored the workspace without relying on the worker (§5.1). Additionally, this independence allowed parallel work in which the helper could move the camera as the worker was simultaneously carrying out a task (e.g., EB.3). The helper could also intervene based on their
assessment of the state of the task without always needing to engage the worker in a dialogue about the status (e.g., EB.2). Workers used the interactions provided to them in two distinct ways. In the intended use, workers leveraged their familiarity and access to the workspace in order to share information with the helper (§5.3.1-1 and §5.3.2-7). However, more frequently, workers moved the camera on behalf of the helper when they were dissatisfied with their user experience (discussed later in this subsection). Overall, when participants had ownership of a part of the task or relevant information, they took ownership of the point of view. This finding is consistent with prior work [49, 59], but it merits further study to determine if there is a relation (and what its nature is) between the extent to which a user feels task or information ownership and the degree of camera control (e.g., 1-DoF vs 6-DoF) provided by an interaction.

An intriguing and novel outcome of participants having different degrees of camera control in each mode was the frequent transfer of control of the view between the helper and the worker both within and between modes (see mode exit details in §5.1, §5.2, and §5.3). Our analysis revealed that we must consider a user’s influence over the view not only through the explicit use of a system feature but also through conversation, such as in the helper-initiated worker-led mode (§5.3.2). Influencing the view through conversation was unexpectedly frequent during the use of the robot-led mode for gathering components, in which the helper verbally directed the worker to move their hand to modify the view (§5.2-1). The worker was also mindful of this collaborative view control and exhibited unique behaviors, such as resting their hand on the table to maintain a steady view of the relevant area for the helper. In this scenario, the view is continuously, and sometimes implicitly, negotiated between the helper and the worker. Collaborative view control was also present, but infrequently and intermittently, within the helper-led mode and the worker-led mode. In the helper-led mode, workers could use pointing (although only dyad D3 successfully used this feature; see §5.4.1-2) and in the worker-led mode, helpers could adjust the view themselves or ask the worker to adjust it instead (§5.3.2-6). The balance of view control in the helper-led mode and the worker-led mode may have been skewed disproportionately in favor of either the helper or the worker, making it less apparent than in the robot-led mode that view control could be shared.

There is an explicit transfer of view control when switching from one mode to another. Users may have changed modes due to the evolving needs of the task that necessitate more or less camera control (e.g., EB.5). Otherwise, users may exit a mode (in favor of another) when they were unable to acquire the desired view using the interactions provided in that mode. This was more typical with helpers requesting workers to move the camera on their behalf (§5.3.2-4, §5.3.2-5, §5.3.2-6), although there were also cases of the reverse (e.g., EB.22 and EB.23). Although this demonstrates the potential of dual-user interactivity to compensate for shortcomings in the system, future designs of the system should minimize this behavior.

6.1.4 Congruity: The frequent transfer of view control between the helper and the worker within and between modes, which we discuss in connection to dual-user interactivity in §6.1.3, is made possible through effective arbitration. We designed arbitration mechanisms within the system to ensure congruity, but interestingly, we observed that verbal negotiation between the helper and the worker during collaborative view control (discussed in §6.1.3) also helped to achieve congruity. Another facet of arbitration is the role of autonomous robot behaviors in camera control. Autonomous behaviors were generally unobtrusive to participants, as discussed in connection to intuitivity in §6.1.2, and thus contributed to effective arbitration.

The leader-follower approach (see §3.5) that we adopted to streamline arbitration seemed to be an effective strategy, as it may have helped to establish clear roles and ownership. This approach is also linked to the concept of information ownership leading to view ownership, as discussed in §6.1.3, where the leader drives the task forward based on information they possess, and the follower
follows suit. However, we observed a few instances of conflict in the data, highlighting areas where arbitration could be more effective. There were disagreements between the helper and the worker on when to engage the worker-led mode and by whom (§5.3). This is due to both users having the option of engaging the mode. Another source of conflict in this mode was when the helper and the worker both tried to move the camera. Finally, there were issues with the arbitration of the worker’s pointing interaction, which required approval by the helper to influence the view and hence diminished the worker’s authority (§5.4.1). While it is promising that there were only a few instances of conflict, we recognize that we may have granted the helper excessive authority during arbitration. The worker had a diminished role in the arbitration process. This made achieving consensus more manageable, but it did not fully leverage the potential contributions that workers could make. Additionally, the robot could also play a more active role and take initiative, rather than just performing passive behaviors in support of helper and worker interactions.

6.1.5 Usability: The system facilitates rich interactions between the helper and the worker (illustrated through examples in Appendix B) and enables dyads to remotely collaborate on physical tasks. This is promising for the usability for the system. Below, we address usability issues that provide potential for improvement in future systems.

Latency and unresponsiveness: All helpers expressed frustration with the delay between their commands and corresponding robot motion. Furthermore, this latency varied during the session. This was especially problematic when the robot did not immediately respond to commands for adjusting the view (orbit, shift, zoom). Helpers then gave additional commands which caused the robot to overshoot the target location and necessitated correction.

Input sensitivity and direction: We had defined a standard amount and direction of robot movement in response to mouse input, but helpers may have different preferences based on their past experience with other systems and the task context.

Lack of transparency in certain state transitions: When the worker moved the camera in the worker-led mode, robot assistance through autonomous behaviors was designed to be inactive. However, this meant that the robot might be in a collision state and unable to move for safety reasons when helpers switched to the helper-led mode and attempted to move the camera. Since this information was not communicated to users, they assumed that the system was unresponsive and reset the robot’s pose to resolve the issue.

Split-attention effect for the worker: The worker’s interactions with the system were spatially distributed. Workers engaged Mode 3 using the interface on the laptop and then moved the robot, which could be in a different part of the workspace than the laptop. While moving the robot, the worker had to simultaneously look at three spatially distributed areas: the task space, the robot (to avoid collisions), and the shared view on the laptop. The split-attention effect seemed less of a factor (although not eliminated) when the helper modified the shared view. The position of the robot-mounted camera changes whenever helpers modified the view, providing embodied cues about the helper’s focus of attention to the worker. This could help the worker in achieving joint attention without requiring them to look at the interface on the laptop.

6.2 Design Implications

6.2.1 Modeless arbitration: Designing arbitration mechanisms that directly leverage the helper and worker interactions (e.g., target, point, freedrive), without the need for explicit modes, could improve the intuitivity and congruity of the system. For example, in the current prototype, setting the camera’s target as an object versus the worker’s hand requires disengaging from one mode and engaging in another. With an integrated interaction system, multiple specifications could be
initiated using the same input, such as clicking on the hand in the camera feed to initiate hand tracking, and clicking on an object in the feed to set it as the camera’s target.

6.2.2 Stronger worker-centered design: Designing the system with explicit support for workers could improve dual-user interactivity, particularly because our system, like many other prior works, was designed in a helper-centered manner. For views that are challenging for helpers to specify remotely, incorporating complementary interactions for workers could empower them to more efficiently shape the desired view on behalf of helpers. Additionally, in our current design, helpers have significant authority (e.g., to switch between modes). Designing the system to encourage variable authority between the helper and the worker could enhance the fluidity of collaboration. For instance, the system could automatically switch to freedrive when the worker makes physical contact with the robot, and switch to remote control when the helper provides mouse input.

6.2.3 Use pattern-based arbitration: Designing arbitration based on the use patterns presented in Table 1 has the potential to improve the versatility of the system. For example, in different contexts, users might require different sensitivity to their directional input when trying to adjust the view. The robot could adjust the amount of movement based on the perceived use pattern (inferred from the state of the environment and usage history). This approach could provide users with the responsiveness needed in one use case versus the precision required in another.

6.2.4 Expertise-based arbitration: Designing arbitration around expertise levels could improve the intuitivity and congruity of the system. For example, novices may benefit from simplified camera control and a more active robot agent. As users gain expertise, the system could provide them with increased control through new interactions or new ways to parameterize interactions.

6.2.5 System feedback: Providing more frequent and timely feedback to users (e.g., during state transitions) could enhance the usability of the system and promote efficient collaboration by reducing the need for dyads to discuss system status. The worker may also benefit from more embodied cues that inform about the state of the system.

6.3 Limitations

Our work has a number of limitations that primarily stem from the design of our evaluation study. Firstly, although we have envisioned Periscope to serve as an expert tool, our evaluation was conducted with novices. We attempted to overcome this discrepancy with extensive training until participants appeared fluent with the system. However, experts who frequently utilize video-based collaboration tools for physical tasks might provide more insight into the challenges they face day-to-day, use our system differently, and provide different feedback. Future studies could focus on expert users, explore other real-world scenarios that they might face, such as expert helpers assisting multiple workers, and apply these tools in more realistic tasks and conditions. Secondly, the setup of our study resulted in a stationary work environment where the robot arm only utilized about a third of its range of movement. Although these constraints afforded greater safety for the participant from collisions with the robot and minimized the potential for discomfort from large motions within close proximity, more research is needed to understand how our system might be used by collaborators in other workspace arrangements. Finally, as we allowed participants to freely interact with the system, determining the specific interaction capabilities of the system that contribute to user success is challenging. Future research that includes comparisons within the system (e.g., evaluating performance when only using one mode for the entire task) and with similar remote collaboration systems could provide a more comprehensive evaluation.
6.4 Future Work

We envision a number of potential extensions to our system that point to future research. First, in Periscope, modes arbitrated inputs from different sources in a deterministic fashion. While this approach was sufficient to realize an instance of robotic systems based on shared camera control, future systems that integrate more complex interactions and consider more nuanced circumstances for arbitration will require more sophisticated methods for arbitration. Planning-based approaches, program verification, and optimization-based scheduling are all promising directions that future work can consider. Second, our system assumed a very specific worker-helper setup, and other configurations, such as mutual collaboration, cross-training scenarios, and experts providing remote assistance to multiple workers, will require significant extensions to Periscope. These are interesting and challenging scenarios that make up an exciting research space for robotic camera systems.

We envision additional capabilities for Periscope that will require more research. For example, while our work considered how an autonomous agent, other than the helper and the worker, might participate in arbitration, further research is needed to understand how arbitration would apply to a more, or fully, autonomous agent that controls viewpoints by taking initiative. Similarly, Periscope can be extended to integrate a semi-autonomous agent with the ability to capture worker actions during periods of helper inattention (due to, e.g., distraction, interruption, assisting other workers) and to provide summaries of work completed. We also found the simulated 3D view of the workspace to be underutilized by collaborators and envision enhancing the capabilities of this view for input (e.g., receiving input directly through the simulation) and output (e.g., offering interactive capabilities through a head-mounted display). Finally, the robot’s actions can go beyond supporting shared visual context and include also providing physical assistance to the worker, introducing telemanipulation and autonomous manipulation capabilities to Periscope. Manipulation actions by the robot will introduce questions around safety and arbitration, which also serve as interesting avenues for future research.
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A TECHNICAL DETAILS

A.1 System Overview

The system builds on Robot Operating System (ROS)\(^9\), which enables communication between system components, and real-time control of the robot arm. In our prototype, we mount an Azure Kinect camera\(^10\) on a Universal Robot UR5 collaborative robot arm.\(^11\) The camera provides both color images (which the users view) and depth data for use in computer vision algorithms. The color and depth data have a resolution of 2048x1536 and 512x512, respectively.

Our front-end interface was built using the React framework\(^12\) and it connects to the back-end ROS server using roslibjs\(^13\). Any visual feedback that is provided on the camera feed for input commands and annotations is implemented using React Conva\(^14\). The 3D view, built on ros3djs\(^15\), shows a simulated visualization of the robot and its surrounding objects in threejs\(^16\) and updates their states in real-time from the back-end ROS server. We use Dolby’s API\(^17\) for video conferencing services. The control panel consists of five buttons that interact with the ROS back-end.

A.2 Motion Generation

We cast this real-time motion generation problem in a constrained multiple-objective optimization structure. Most helper and worker interactions and autonomous behaviors are formulated as objectives.

\[
q = \arg \min_q \sum_{i=1}^{N} w_i * f(\chi_i(q)) \\
\text{s.t. } l_i \leq q_i \leq u_i, \forall i
\]  

(1)

Here, \(q \in \mathbb{R}^n\) is the configuration of a \(n\)-joint robot. \(l_i\) and \(r_i\) are the upper and lower bounds of the \(i\)-th robot joint. \(N\) is the total number of objectives and \(w_i\) is the weight of the \(i\)-th objective \(\chi_i(q)\). \(f\) is the Groove function introduced by Rakita et al. [71] that normalizes objective values for multiple-objective accommodation.

Many objectives describe camera behaviors and use a forward kinematics function \(\Psi\) that calculates the camera pose given a joint configuration. Forward kinematics function \(\Psi_p(q), \Psi_R(q), \Psi_q(q)\) respectively represent the position, rotation matrix, and quaternion of the camera at joint configuration \(q\).

The optimized joint configuration \(q\) is sent to the robot arm using its native programming language, URScript. URScript additionally has commands that directly support \textit{Reset} and \textit{Freedrive}. 

---

\(^9\)https://www.ros.org/
\(^10\)https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/kinect-dk/
\(^12\)https://reactjs.org/
\(^13\)http://wiki.ros.org/roslibjs
\(^14\)https://konvajs.org/docs/react/index.html
\(^15\)http://wiki.ros.org/ros3djs
\(^16\)https://threejs.org/
\(^17\)https://dolby.io/
A.3 Helper Interactions

A.3.1 Target. To point the camera towards a target, we adapt the “look-at task” from prior work [72].

\[ \chi_{\text{set target}}(q) = \text{dist}(t, v) \]  

Here, function \( \text{dist}() \) returns the orthogonal distance between a target position \( t \in \mathbb{R}^3 \) and a unit vector \( v \in \mathbb{R}^3 \) that indicates the view direction.

A.3.2 Adjust. To move the camera according to directional inputs, the objective for view adjustment is:

\[ \chi_{\text{adjust}}(q) = ||\Psi_p(q_{t-1}) + \Delta - \Psi_p(q_t)||_2 \]  

Here, \( q_t \) and \( q_{t-1} \) are the robot joint configuration at time \( t \) and \( t - 1 \). \( \Delta \in \mathbb{R}^3 \) is an offset signal.

A.3.3 Reset. To move the camera to a pre-defined starting configuration, we send the pre-defined joint configuration to the robot arm via URScript.

A.3.4 Annotate. The front-end canvas accepts input signals and overlays pin/rectangle/arrow depending on user selection of shape and subsequent movement.

A.4 Worker Interactions

A.4.1 Point. Our pointing detection functionalities are built upon the open-source MediaPipe system [54], in which a hand pose is represented by 21 2D landmarks. To detect pointing gestures, an algorithm checks if the distance from the base of the worker’s thumb to the worker’s index fingertip is larger than the base of the thumb to all the other fingertips. With pointing being detected, the pointing slider in the control panel is enabled for the helper. If the helper chooses to turn it on, the target of the camera \( t \) is set to the position of the index fingertip in the robot frame.

A.4.2 Freedrive. The worker-led mode allows the robot-mounted camera to be manually moved by the worker into a desired pose. This mode switches the robot to freedrive directly via URScript. In freedrive, the robot arm senses the forces applied to it and moves in the direction of the force as if it is being pushed or pulled by the worker.

A.5 Autonomous Behaviors

A.5.1 Keep distance. To maintain a specified distance between the camera and a target point, we used an objective from prior work [72]:

\[ \chi_{\text{dist}}(q) = ||t - \Psi_p(q)||_2 - d \]  

Here, \( t \in \mathbb{R}^3 \) is the target position and \( d \) is the certain distance.

A.5.2 Keep upright. We adapt an objective that keeps the camera upright from prior work [72].

\[ \chi_{\text{lookat}}(q) = (\Psi_R(q)[0, 1, 0]^\top) \cdot [0, 0, 1]^\top \]  

To keep the camera upright, the camera’s “left” axis (y axis in our system) should be orthogonal to the vertical axis \([0, 0, 1]\) in the world frame.

\(^{18}\)https://google.github.io/mediapipe/solutions/hands.html
A.5.3 Track hand. As described in Sec. A.4.1, we detect landmarks of the worker’s hand using MediaPipe. The landmarks are converted from the camera frame of reference to the robot’s frame to be used by the system. We use the average position of 5 landmarks on the worker’s right hand (wrist, base of all fingers) as the target.

A.5.4 Avoid jerky motion. To avoid large and jittery camera motions, both joint motion and camera motion smoothness objective are included in the optimization formulation. Prior work [72] assigns equal weights to all robot joints in the joint motion smoothness objectives. However, the joint that is closer to the robot’s base leads to larger camera motion, so we apply higher penalty to these joints. Consequently, the robot has more tendency to make fine movements. In our notation, a joint that is closer to the robot’s base has a lower index. In our system, the objectives that minimizes joint velocity, acceleration, and jerk are:

\[
\chi_v(q) = \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (n - i + 1) \dot{q}_i^2}, \quad \chi_a(q) = \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (n - i + 1) \ddot{q}_i^2}, \quad \chi_j(q) = \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (n - i + 1) \dddot{q}_i^2} \quad (6)
\]

We use the same objective in prior work [72] to minimize the velocity of the camera.

\[
\chi_{ee\_vel}(q) = ||\Psi_p(q_t) - \Psi_p(q_{t-1})||_2 \quad (7)
\]

Although joint limits are set as inequality constraints in our formulation (Equation 1), we also add an objective to keep solutions away from joint limits.

\[
\chi_{joint\_limits}(q) = \sum_{i=1}^{m} 0.05 \left( \frac{(q_i - l_i)}{(u_i - l_i)} - 0.5 \right)^{50} \quad (8)
\]

Here, \( q_i, l_i \) and \( u_i \) are the angle, lower, and upper limit of the \( i \)-th joint, respectively.

A.5.5 Avoid collisions. We use collision avoidance methods from prior work [74] to prevent collisions between the robot arm and the objects in the environment including the worker. These methods allow collision avoidance with both static objects as well as dynamic objects such as the worker. We use the same methods to prevent collisions between the links of the robot arm (self-collisions). In prior work [74], each robot link \( I_i \) and environment object \( e \in A \) is wrapped in convex hull shapes. The distance between two convex hull shapes \( dist() \) is computed using a Support Mapping method [40].

\[
\chi_{self\_collision}(q) = \sum_{i=1}^{m-2} \sum_{j=i+2}^{m} \frac{(5\epsilon)^2}{\text{dist}(l_i(q), l_j(q))^2} \quad (9)
\]

\[
\chi_{env\_collision}(q) = \sum_{e \in A} \sum_{i=1}^{m} \frac{(5\epsilon)^2}{\text{dist}(l_i(q), e)^2} \quad (10)
\]

Here, \( m \) is the total number of robot links and \( \epsilon \) is a scalar value that signifies the cutoff distance between collision and non-collision. For both self- and environment collision, we set \( \epsilon \) as 0.02.

To detect the worker’s body positions for collision avoidance, we use the open-source OpenPose[8] system to detect human body poses from RGB images. Human body poses are represented in 25 key-points in the RGB image. We map the key-points to 3D using depth data. Since the depth data can be noisy, we use a median filter to get smooth and stable body key-points. With these stable 3D key-points, we wrap body part with convex hull spaces (e.g., spheres, cuboids) for robot collision avoidance. The body parts are also visualized in the 3D view panel in the front-end interface.
To detect dynamic object positions, we use AR tags [57] to detect the poses of dynamic objects in the environment. In future systems, the AR tags can be replaced by some vision-based pose estimation technologies (e.g., SSD-6D [39]).

B EXAMPLES

Example B.1 (D4). When the worker attached a component on the grid, the helper said, “Okay...so let me just double check that it [the component] is facing the correct way,” and moved the camera to get a better view of the grid. While moving the camera, the helper continued the conversation, “Is the arrow...[the worker indicates the direction of the arrow with their hand]...okay...if the arrow is pointing to the right, then it’s in the correct spot.” Finally, the helper completed the camera movement to get a view of the component and confirmed, “Yeah, that looks correct to me.”

Example B.2 (D6). While attaching the wall grid to the base grid, the worker asked the helper, “Am I doing it correct so far?” The helper replied, “Yeah, you are doing it correct, yeah...” while moving the camera to get a better view of the grid. However, after getting a better look at the grid and the recently the added components, the helper said, “Wait, just hold on a minute now...,” and instructed the worker to make modifications, “This part right here [a base support]...Okay, so you have to flip it.”

Example B.3 (D3). The helper struggled with wiring instructions, “Oh, um...it should attach on the...here [adds annotation]...as well as on the inside of the triangle, like on the inside edge of the triangle that connects to the circle thing...Sorry...the thing...the clear thing with the circle on it,” and stated, “I wish I could like look, but I don’t think there’s a way to get inside the house...maybe if I do this...” The helper moved the camera and remarked, “Okay, I see it...sort of...,” and instructed the worker with an annotation, “It should attach right...here [adds annotation].”

Example B.4 (D2). The helper took time to set up the view and prefaced the process by stating, “Sorry...I need to adjust the camera first. This is not a very comfortable viewing angle for me.” After moving the camera, the helper continued, “Okay, this is nice [acknowledging the view]...So first you want to fix...this L-shaped stuff [base supports]...like here [adds annotation] and here [adds annotation].”

Example B.5 (D1). In the robot-led mode where the robot was tracking the worker’s hand, the worker asked, “Which drawer do you want me to open up here?” The worker moved toward a drawer, and the helper responded, “We don’t need the blue one...we need to find us more...” The worker then moved their hand to a different location in the workspace, changing the view. Finally, the helper switched to the helper-led mode and said, “Okay, hold on... I will open mode 1 [helper-led mode]...I almost find it,” and instructed the worker to pick up the required component, “We have to pick up the red one.”

Example B.6 (D8). When trying to view the wall grid, the helper first moved the camera with the helper-led mode. The helper was mostly successful in getting a good view of the grid but finally asked the worker, “Can you move the camera a little bit closer in Mode 3 [worker-led mode] so that I can see it better?”

Example B.7 (D3). The helper stated to the worker, “I’m gonna have it [the robot] follow your hand, and you’re going to start opening drawers again...[worker moves hand]...one above it...[worker moves hand]...nope not that...[worker moves hand]...one above it”.

Example B.8 (D4). The worker remarked, “Oh, here it is”, before picking up and presenting to the helper a storage box that the dyad was searching. The helper engaged the robot-led mode in response to the worker’s remark to track the worker’s movement.
Example B.9 (D6). The worker said, "I also think that the phototransistor might be upside down... (Helper: Is it?) ...I can show you", before engaging the worker-led mode to show the helper the phototransistor component.

Example B.10 (D5). When the helper explained the next step with the sentence "You can connect that to the second one", the worker proactively changed the view to the assembly area.

Example B.11 (D2). Worker: You can turn on Mode 3 [worker-led mode], and I’ll help you adjust the camera; Helper: Um...I think I can adjust the camera myself.

Example B.12 (D7). The helper made an unsuccessful attempt to inspect the roof panel and gave up, saying, "Actually, I am not able to see the top panel...can you?...I need to look up to the panel".

Example B.13 (D4). The helper requested the worker, “Do you mind manually moving the camera? So kind of in the same spot that we had it before?”.

Example B.14 (D5). The helper requested, “The parts that I had you collect from the organizer...can you show me that”, when they were ready to move to the next step in the process.

Example B.15 (D6). The helper requested, “Could you just guide me towards the side of the workbench”.

Example B.16 (D3). In order to view the inside of a wall grid, the helper asked the worker, “Could you point to the wall so that I can see inside it?”.

Example B.17 (D6). When the dyad was searching for storage areas where the required component may be located, the worker remarked, “There are some drawers over here [pointing gesture]”.

Example B.18 (D3). The helper stated, “Oh, it’s looking at your hand and not what I want it to be looking at”, when the view did not match their expectation of the camera aligning with the direction of pointing.

Example B.19 (D6). The helper said, “Could you just take me back...wait I’ll just take myself back,” and reset the camera to view the assembly area.

Example B.20 (D3). After gathering the necessary components, the helper said, “So I’m going to reset the camera...and that’s the two parts that are missing,” and proceeded to give instructions to the worker for the assembly.

Example B.21 (D4). When the helper was instructed by the experimenter to begin the next step, the helper responded with, “Okay, let me reset the camera,” and proceeded with the planning for the next step.

Example B.22 (D8). The helper initiated the worker-led mode by asking the worker, “Can you show me the board again?” The worker moved the camera, but the view was not adequate. The helper remarked, “Okay, let me reset and come back again,” reset the camera, and then used the helper-led mode to view the grid (which the helper refers to as the board).

Example B.23 (D1). The following dialogue took place, “Helper: Okay, we are in mode two now. Did the robot detect you? Worker: No. You might have to reset it...,” before the helper reset the robot and engaged the robot-led mode. There were no further issues with the robot tracking the worker’s hand.